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MATERIALS:
• Keyring with lobster clasp 
• 2-3 pom poms (approx 3-4cm) 
mode from DMC Woolly merino 
wool – Dark Violet 488.065
• 1 tassel made from DMC 
Stranded Cotton – Antique Mauve 
117MC.25.315

HOW TO MAKE A TASSEL – from a single skein of DMC Stranded 
Cotton
1. Lay skein flat and push two wrappers to the end. 
2. Using a 10cm thread of the same colour, tie a tight knot 
around the middle of skein.
3. Now fold skein in half – the top of your tassel is where the  
knot is.
4. Loop a 25-30cm matching thread around the neck of the tassel 
a short distance from the top (2cm-3cm) and work slowly and 
firmly from the top of the neck downwards. As you wrap, ensure 
that the top of your tassel threads are neatly in place and the first 
knot you made around the middle of the skein is at the very  
top – this is now the head of your tassel. 
5. Push the two wrappers to the end, just  
before the end of the thread; placing  
them in alignment will act as an 
excellent guide to cut and trim  
the tail of the tassel. 
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ASSEMBLY
1. Simply tie and attach all 
components to the keyring at 
varying heights.                 
2. Use the lobster clasp to attach it 
to your bag handle.

TO MAKE POM POMS
1. Cut two pom pom discs out of  
cardboard and put them two together.
2. Wind DMC WOOLLY thread 
around the discs from the centre to  
the outer edge. Keep going back and 
forward, till you cover cardboard 
completely.
3. Cut the wool in between the cardboard, at 
the outer edge of the disc. Only snip a bit 
at a time, holding it together with your other 
hand, until you have cut all the way around.
Slide the 40cm length of wool, between the 
two cardboard discs and then tightening it 
around the centre. Tie your pom pom up tightly. 
Give it a few knots to make sure it’s secure. 
Now you can slide the two discs off.
4. Fluff up your pom pom so it’s nice and round. 
Trim if necessary leaving knotting threads. Twist 
knotting threads to make twisted cord.
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